THE HUGUET FAMILY:
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meet your neighbors

Dawn, Kevin, Kenzie (MacKenzie) &
Tyler & their two furry family members,
both rescues – Rocco & Bella.

Dawn and Kevin, high school sweethearts, born
and raised in Saint Petersburg. They met through
mutual friends. Kevin’s best friend started dating
Dawn’s best friend and they initially met at a
graduation party. Dawn attend NE High and Kevin
St. Pete High, rival high schools. Now married 21
years and haven’t looked back.
Kevin is a general surgeon as a partner at Bay Surgical Specialists, practicing primarily in St. Anthony’s Hospital here in St. Petersburg. Kevin’s specialty is minimally invasive and advanced laparoscopic
surgery, which is surgery through little incisions.
Kevin completed his medical training at USF, with
a residency at the Mayo Clinic, with a fellowship in
advanced minimally invasive surgery at Mayo. Once
his education was complete, they moved back to St.
Petersburg, FL, in 2007 and into PYCC. They are in
their second home in PYCC and wouldn’t consider
another neighborhood; they love it here!
Dawn is a registered nurse and gained her Bachelor
of Nursing degree at USF. Her experience is in the
neo-natal ICU. Now she raises her twin children
and volunteers in the neo-natal ICU.
Now that their children are growing up, they are
looking into hobbies they can do on their own. They
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just joined the Pasadena Country Club and plan to
learn how to golf. And they love wine! They have a
cellar in their home and plan to enjoy many wine
tastings in the near future.
They take an “adult” trip, without the kids, once or
twice a year, normally in Vegas. But moving forward
they have their sights set on Napa and Sonoma.
Their children, Kenzie and Tyler, are twins and
are in the 10th grade at Shorecrest. Tyler has been
involved in club soccer since he was 4 years old and
also plays soccer and track at Shorecrest. Kenzie
was involved in gymnastics for many years and track
at Shorecrest for a couple years, but decided to stop
and focus on her grades as she plans to follow in her
parents’ footsteps and be in the medical industry.
When spending free time with their children, they
love boating, fishing and weight training. They like
to fish offshore, or spend a day at Egmont Key,
and love just going out on the boat with a bottle of
wine to watch the sunset.
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The Huguet’s love to vacation! So much so they try to take a week
every quarter. Family vacations are very high on their priority list
as they feel this is the best way to get the family together and off
of their devices, creating real quality time as a family. Knowing
their children are growing so fast, they realize they only have
three more summers to take advantage of! They have been going
to Disney, as a family, for years. Hawaii is their favorite, they also
love the Bahamas, planning a trip to Mexico soon, and Panama.
They have a European cruise planned for this summer.
The Huguet family also have dinner together every night with no
TV, no phones or other distractions to connect as a family once/
day. Both Dawn’s and Kevin’s families reside here in St. Pete so
they always spend the holidays together. They plan on a family
medical missions’ trip sometime in the future once Kevin can step
away from his practice for a bit.
They love living in PYCC. They love that it’s a hidden gem. Not
too crowded, great neighbors, it’s safe, they love to hop on their
bikes or the golf cart and head over to Gulfport for dinner.
Look for Dawn and Kevin in their backyard, drinking wine and
listening to jazz to decompress after a long work week.
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